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 Peter Ward at the Eureka, at 
Tucker Creek, 2007

 Peter is a researcher of this area’s 
mining heritage, and compiler of 
these notes. His notes on the reef 
mining history of the Wentworth are 
also available as a companion to 
these more general notes.

 Gavin Keating, at the mouth of 
the Palmerston ‘lower adit’ 
(Grant), 2007

 Gavin has taken most of the fine 
photographs in these booklets, as 
well as having done early research, 
and organising all our field trips.  

    Peter                                  Gavin                                     Fred

 The bush fires that swept Victoria’s High Country in the Summer of 2006-7 exposed 
large areas of our mining and cultural heritage, giving opportunity to map and 
photograph many artifacts of our history that had not been visible for generations.
  It was a brief window of opportunity, and one that closed quickly. The bush, lacking 
overstory, quickly regenerated with a forest floor thicker with scrub than before, and 
once again our history was hidden.

 During that brief window, Peter, Gavin and Fred walked many of these areas, recording 
and photographing.

A very brief

Fred Sargent,  at Union Spur 
(Grant), 2007

 Fred has visited, mapped and 
researched over five thousand 
mines in Victoria’s North East, 
Upper Dargo, Grant and Normanby 
areas.
Fred’s mind is forensic, with 
exacting recall of detail.  

http://www.exceworks.com/Goldfields


Research by Peter Ward
           Photography by Gavin Keating. 

A now difficult walk of 40 minutes from the High Plains Rd takes you past the Red Rose mine, with its 
complex of cuts, shafts and adit. Below, on the Red Rose creek lie the complete remains of an eight 
head battery. The almost unrecognisable remains of a 40’ water wheel lie in the creek, and higher up the 
gully a dam feeds a race to the wheel. 
Odd artifacts are lying about, and the remains of the battery now sit among blackberries and tall tree-
ferns. No newspaper reference to this mine and battery can be found. 

Why visit this complex? 
A good example of a complete mine complex. Some would argue that the whole 

complex was too well developed for the ore quantity available, and probably crushed for others. 
A remaining example of water- wheel  powered battery. 
Above this site, but not as far up as the start of the tramway, the track to an un-named 

mine at the gully head begins. 
Walk off the road at 517174 5864961. There is no track to be found. Look at the maps below, and 
observe the contours. THIS IS NOT CASUAL BUSHWALKING. PREPARE ACCORDINGLY 

Adit is found at 516787 5866073, a long way from where it is marked on most maps. Battery is on creek 
directly below the lower mine (with shaft and adit). Walk up the creek following the race to the dam 40m 
above the gully that the race crosses. Note the hut site beside this gully. 

Above: The 2006 bushfires brought to light a collection of artifacts, and the sorry remains of the 
battery and water wheel (That's the hub of the wheel bottom left, with a mass of what were 
tensioning wires attached to the outer rim) 

Red Rose is the common, but incorrect name for the adit.The battery is correctly named  the Red Rose.

Updated 26 Mar 2016. These notes include original and Copyright drawings by Fred 
Sargent, used with permission. I also include material from Fred's extensive collection, 
and gratefully acknowledge his extensive voluntary research and field work in 
documenting, mapping and recording the mines of Victoria's North East.

                               and Battery



"WALK-OFF" Great Alpine Rd at 517174 58 6496 (1). 
Either Follow the easy contours, bearing Northerly. You will come to cuts, 

shafts, and workings above the Red Rose adit (2). 
Red Rose Adit at 516787 586607 (3). Red Rose mine is on the creek directly     

       below the adit.. 
Or, walk straight down.Follow the water race down the creek from the dam  (4)

Above: The service reservoir is 
breached, but recognizable. 

Above: Entrance to the Red Rose 
adit. 
Caution, winze (drop!) on adit floor. 
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Taking the ‘easy’ route, most gentle contour, but still a ot of scrub to push!

GPSVisualiser is a free online mapping service. Details for creating this display as an active (clickable) map follow
on next page.
Benefit of an active map is that you can click any point and any note associated pops up.

High Plains Rd.

Helipad



NAME,DESC,TIME,LATITUDE,LONGITUDE
1,"Red Rose walkoff, High Plains rd",9:34:10am,-37.36186,147.19395
2, exploratory cut long,11:11:48am,-37.35298,147.19108
3, end exploratory cut,11:12:26am,-37.35316,147.19102
4, mine complex above red rose,11:14:35am,-37.35334,147.19141
5, start walkout track from upper complex,11:18:14am,-37.35361,147.19156
6,"walkout, no track",11:20:08am,-37.35392,147.19149
7,"walkout, no track",11:20:58am,-37.35422,147.19156
8,"walkout, no track",11:21:33am,-37.35445,147.19173
9,"walkout, no track",11:22:40am,-37.35479,147.19210
10,"walkout, no track",11:23:12am,-37.35494,147.19228
11,"walkout, no track",11:24:22am,-37.35519,147.19257
12,"walkout, no track",11:25:01am,-37.35534,147.19273
13,"walkout, no track",11:26:04am,-37.35562,147.19281
14,"walkout, no track",11:27:12am,-37.35608,147.19286
15,"walkout, no track",11:27:52am,-37.35637,147.19278
16,"walkout, no track",11:28:50am,-37.35677,147.19265
17,"walkout, no track",11:30:28am,-37.35715,147.19238
18,"walkout, no track",11:32:28am,-37.35777,147.19206
19,"walkout, no track",11:33:24am,-37.35812,147.19200
20,"walkout, no track",11:34:09am,-37.35840,147.19192
21,"walkout, no track",11:35:01am,-37.35866,147.19190
22,"walkout, no track",11:37:00am,-37.35905,147.19180
23,"walkout, no track",11:37:55am,-37.35945,147.19183
24,"walkout, no track",11:38:30am,-37.35972,147.19185
25,"walkout, no track",11:39:04am,-37.35998,147.19198
26,"walkout, no track",11:40:11am,-37.36048,147.19225
27,"walkout, no track",11:42:03am,-37.36080,147.19265
28,"walkout, no track",11:43:10am,-37.36110,147.19293
29,"walkout, no track",11:44:26am,-37.36137,147.19325
30,"walkout, no track",11:46:19am,-37.36188,147.19378
31, wall of dam for red rose battery,10:30:41am,-37.35358,147.18700
32,water race,10:42:02am,-37.35312,147.18753
33,water race,10:44:35am,-37.35252,147.18786
34,water race,10:52:02am,-37.35133,147.18866
35,water race,10:55:55am,-37.35162,147.18914
36, red rose mine,10:57:49am,-37.35184,147.18955

Below is a comma delimited data set for use in GPSVisualizer  Copy and paste into a Notepad file, save as 
xxxxxx.csv (not a .txt) file. Remember to include the header line.

Import into GPSVisualizer, a free online  service that provides an active map. You can click on any point 
and  see the associated note. ( http://www.gpsvisualizer.com )

Please note that  this is a data set made from the logs of several trips, so the time stamps will not always
make sense

Despite the heat of the fires, the tree ferns have sprung back. The “cut” is part of the water race from dam to 
the Red Rose battery.



From upper left: 
Amalgamating plate, with gold still adhering. 
Large winze/stope is a hazard in the Red Rose.
Cooking pot.
Four of the eight head battery,  all complete
 



Red Rose battery as it was photographed from the Western side of the creek, 
about the turn of the century. Not visible are the tensioning wires, like bicycle spokes,
 the remains of which lie in a tangled mass in the creek. A substantial blacksmith's shop 
was about 35m upstream on the same side of the creek as the battery.
The huge amounts of battery sand still found along the creek indicates that this battery probably 
crushed for other parties.
                           Courtesy National Library Australia

The Red Rose does not feature in any newspaper report, at least under that name. 



GPS. 
Unedited log notes of our first walk in, but not the best way to access the battery.
 Best to follow instructions on the map earlier.

A second trip, per GPSVisualiser print following

1 -37.36186 147.19395 03-APR-07 9:34:10AM  START at HELIPAD 650   172

2 -37.36103 147.19263 03-APR-07 9:55:07AM 651   171

3 -37.36022 147.19183 03-APR-07 9:57:06AM 651   170

4 -37.35816 147.19036 03-APR-07 10:01:26AM 654   169

5 -37.35695 147.18853 03-APR-07 10:07:27AM 655   167

6 -37.35564 147.18821 03-APR-07 10:11:05AM 657   167

7 -37.35502 147.18811 03-APR-07 10:13:34AM 657   167

8 -37.35412 147.18773 03-APR-07 10:20:36AM 658   166

9 -37.35348 147.18752 03-APR-07 10:23:57AM 659   166

10 -37.3533 147.18747 03-APR-07 10:25:03AM HUT 659   166

11 -37.35358 147.187 03-APR-07 10:30:41AM DAM for RED ROSE BATTERY 659   166

12 -37.35312 147.18753 03-APR-07 10:42:02AM 659   166

13 -37.35252 147.18786 03-APR-07 10:44:35AM 660   166

14 -37.35133 147.18866 03-APR-07 10:52:02AM 661   167

15 -37.35162 147.18914 03-APR-07 10:55:55AM 661   168

16 -37.35184 147.18955 03-APR-07 10:57:49AM  RED ROSE MINE 661   168

17 -37.3521 147.19 03-APR-07 11:07:43AM  VERTICAL SHAFT UP HILL from RED ROSE660   168

18 -37.35099 147.18911 03-APR-07 11:24:04AM  SET WHEELS 662   167

19 -37.35066 147.18893 03-APR-07 11:28:21AM  RED ROSE BATTERY and WHEEL 662   167

1 -37.36229 147.19366 28-OCT-07 2:25:34PM 1205m Walkoff at helipad 649   171

2 -37.35342 147.19148 28-OCT-07 2:51:46PM 1060m uppermost of Red Rose workings659   170

3 -37.35195 147.19029 28-OCT-07 3:05:43PM 1023m wheel and axle 661   169

4 -37.35103 147.18897 28-OCT-07 3:33:16PM Set trolly wheels, wider than adit 662   167

5 -37.35392 147.18554 28-OCT-07 4:59:31PM 658   164

6 -37.35482 147.18333 28-OCT-07 5:06:45PM 657   162

7 -37.35611 147.18083 28-OCT-07 5:14:43PM 656   160

8 -37.35635 147.17931 28-OCT-07 5:19:36PM  1135m  Lease 2368 mines, Red Rose 656   159

9 -37.35642 147.17921 28-OCT-07 5:20:52PM 1130m hut and workshop 656   159

10 -37.35727 147.17943 28-OCT-07 5:41:21PM 1148m 3 rm hut, grave to side 655   159

11 -37.3588 147.17924 28-OCT-07 5:58:40PM 1150m cross water race 653   159

12 -37.36032 147.17864 28-OCT-07 6:03:16PM 1188m Y shaped cut, stacked qtz 651   158

13 -37.36407 147.17998 28-OCT-07 6:16:53PM 647   159

  The second walk listed above is the most interesting, which is from the Red Rose helipad, to the 
Red Rose, then across the creek and up eventually to Spring Hill.
An unusually  large hut is marked (655 159), and beside sits what could be best described as a 
built up grave. Artifacts beside the grave are parts of a a child's doll and tea set.
One cannot but feel for a mother, lost in grief, burying her child only metres from the house.
 ( A set of three similar graves sit beside Prospect (Boggy) creek only metres from the road at 
Bullumwaal, recorded by Keith Fairweather as a father, mother and child murdered by aboriginals.
Touchingly, the childs burial mound sits tightly between father and mother.)

                                                                                      Peter Ward   1/9/2014



Below is a second walk, passing through the Red Rose site, and climbing out the opposite slope to view mine 
on other leases (Fern Hill). The log file for this walk follows on the next page, but for clarity some coordinates from an earlier
trip have been melded to make our path clearer.

McMillans Rd

High Plains Rd

END HERE

START HERE



NAME,DESC,TIME,LATITUDE,LONGITUDE,,,,,,,,
1,"1205m, walkoff at red rose spur",2:25:34pm,-37.36229,147.19366,,,,,,,,
2,"walk in, no track",11:20:08am,-37.35392,147.19149,,,,,,,,
3,"walk in, no track",11:22:40am,-37.35479,147.19210,,,,,,,,
4,"walk in, no track",11:25:01am,-37.35534,147.19273,,,,,,,,
5,"walk in, no track",11:27:52am,-37.35637,147.19278,,,,,,,,
6,"walk in, no track",11:32:28am,-37.35777,147.19206,,,,,,,,
7,"walk in, no track",11:35:01am,-37.35866,147.19190,,,,,,,,
8,"walk in, no track",11:38:30am,-37.35972,147.19185,,,,,,,,
9,"walk in, no track",11:42:03am,-37.36080,147.19265,,,,,,,,
10,"walk in, no track",11:46:19am,-37.36188,147.19378,,,,,,,,
11,"1060m, uppermost of red rose workings",2:51:46pm,-37.35342,147.19148,,,,,,,,
12,"1023m, wheel and axle",3:05:43pm,-37.35195,147.19029,,,,,,,,
13,"979m, set trolly wheels, wider than tunnel",3:33:16pm,-37.35103,147.18897,,,,,,,,
14,,4:59:31pm,-37.35392,147.18554,,,,,,,,
15,,5:06:45pm,-37.35482,147.18333,,,,,,,,
16,,5:14:43pm,-37.35611,147.18083,,,,,,,,
17,"1135m,   lease 2368 mines (shafts)",5:19:36pm,-37.35635,147.17931,,,,,,,,
18,"1130m, hut and workshop",5:20:52pm,-37.35642,147.17921,,,,,,,,
19,"1148m, 3 room hut, grave to side",5:41:21pm,-37.35727,147.17943,,,,,,,,
20,"1150m, cross water race",5:58:40pm,-37.35880,147.17924,,,,,,,,
21,"1188m,  Y shaped cut, stacked qtz",6:03:16pm,-37.36032,147.17864,,,,,,,,
22,,6:16:53pm,-37.36407,147.17998,,,,,,,,
23, wall of dam for red rose battery,10:30:41am,-37.35358,147.18700,,,,,,,,
24,water race,10:42:02am,-37.35312,147.18753,,,,,,,,
25,water race,10:44:35am,-37.35252,147.18786,,,,,,,,
26,water race,10:52:02am,-37.35133,147.18866,,,,,,,,
27,water race,10:55:55am,-37.35162,147.18914,,,,,,,,
28, red rose mine,10:57:49am,-37.35184,147.18955,,,,,,,,,

Create your GPSVisualiser files using this data set, as per earlier instructions.

At Point 17 on above data set, lie several shafts that probably represent the eastern end of the Fern Hill, 
a hut, and remains of a blacksmith's forge and workshop.



Point 19 in the data set marked what had been an unusually large, three roomed hut, with what may possibly be a 
small grave beside, with remains of child's tea set and doll in place. (Ed. Fred suggests it is a hearth)

Just a reminder that real people lived in these huts!

More workings as you walk back up towards 
McMillans track looking for ‘Fern Hill’ adit.

The site pictured here is on the Fern Hill lease,
To South West of the Red Rose.



  
 
 This reef was registered by Petgrew and Lee in 1891 as the GOOD LUCK. The batery site and U- 3023 were also 
registered, although it would seem that no batery was erected by Petgrew and Lee. 
 It appears that this was worked as the MICHIE FREE from 1896 to 1898. Whitehead erected the batery for this 
mine. 
 
 

These two reefs are not quite at right angles and may have been worked together as the Red Rose. 

 

RED ROSE     Notes from Fred Sargent's collection

Original drawing by Fred Sargent, in whom all copyright resides. Used with permission.



Original drawing by Fred Sargent, in whom all copyright resides. Used with permission.



 

     
 

bogey near mine 
 

     
 

                                                                                                                                                         bolt inside adit 
 
Mines Register 
 
824 Good Luck Ck Little Good 

Luck Ck 
 1865 10 11 N. A. Thompson 

825 Good Luck Ck Little Good 
Luck Ck 

 1865 10 11 William  Thompson 

4 Grant Fern Tree G  1891 4 22 John Pettigrew, Thomas 
Lee 

machine site 2 a; N of and adj 
claim applied for 

3 Grant Fern Tree G Good 
Luck 

1891 4 22 John Pettigrew, Thomas Lee East side 
Fern Tree 
Gully 

 

5 Grant Fern Tree G  1891 4 22 Richard Lee S, adjoining  
Good Luck 
Prospecting 
claim  

26 Grant Fern Hill Ck  1896 3 21 Charles  Farmer, James  
Whitehead 

E side, below 
Fern Hill 
claim 

113 Grant   1896 8 4 James  Whitehead between Fern 
Tree Ck & 
Fern Tree 
lease 

138 Grant  Michie 
Free 

1896 10 3 James  Whitehead instead of 113/96 between 
Fern Tree G & Fern Hill lease 

 
167       1896 12 1 James  & John Whitehead, F. W. Thompson, 
N. W. Whitehead, William  Sterritt Jnr, William  Sterritt Snr between Fern Tree Ck & Fern Hill lease; amalgamated  

Photos and report by Fred Sargent. Used with permission.



 

182 Grant Fern Tree Ck Michie Free  1896 12 16 James  Whitehead battery site 2 aFern 
Tree Ck, directly below Michie Free 
79 Grant Fern Tree Ck Michie Free  1897 7 7 James  Whitehead & 5 others abandoned 
ground   167/96; between Fern Tree Ck & Fern Hill lease; suspension  3 m 
96 Grant Fern Tree Ck Michie Free  1897 10 6 James  Whitehead & 5 others  suspension  
3 m 
 
71 Grant    Red Rose                 1898 11 18 George  Jessup, G. Bramley, F. Marshall, S. 
Armour head Good Luck Ck,  Fern Hill 
83 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree G Red Rose                  1898 12 24 George  Jessop, George  M. Brauley, S. 
Armour abandoned ground  near Good Luck Ck & Fern Hill 
15 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree Ck   1899 4 1 George  Jessop, George  W. Brauley, 
S. Armor mill site 2 a 
46 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree G Red Rose                  1899 10 11 G. W. Brauley, George  Jessop 1/3 share 
transferred from S. Armour 
5 Grant    Red Rose                  1900 3 10 George  Jessop head Good Luck Ck, 
Fern Hill 
1L Grant Fern Tree Ck Red Rose battery  1900 5 5 George  Brauley 1/3 share Lien by 
Henry Harrison for 48.19.9 
 
24 Grant      1900 8 20 George  Jessop adjoining  Red Rose 
7 Good Luck Ck   Red Rose                  1901 1 19 George  Jessop suspension  3 m 
11 Good Luck Ck   Red Rose                  1901 5 3 George  Jessop suspension  3 m 
9 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree Ck 15/99  1902 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site 
11 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree Ck   1902 4 1 M. H. Harrison hut site near Red Rose 
battery 
7 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree Ck 15/99  1904 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site 
9 Good Luck Ck Fern Tree Ck   1904 4 1 M. H. Harrison hut site near Red Rose 
battery 
16       1905 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site 7/04 
6       1906 4 2 M. H. Harrison mill site 16/05 
7  Fern Tree G    1907 4 2 M. H. Harrison mill site 6/06 
 
Newspaper Reports  
 
1897, March 19  Whitehead’s co-operative party, about a mile from the Fern Hill mine, have put through a crushing for the return 
of between 2 oz and 3 oz. The stone was picked, as owing to the cost of carriage and crushing they could take the best; other portions of the 
reef showing prospects from 10 dwt to an ounce have been left. The party are anxious to put a battery on the ground, and if this can be done 
their property will be payable, as al the stone could be treated.-Omeo Standard 
 
RED ROSE BATTERY 
 
 Located in the head of Good Luck Creek immediately beow the mine. 
 There are a huge amount of artefacts. 
 The eight head batery is intact and lying on its side. The water-wheel that drove it has collapsed, but the 40 f beams 
have not burnt, and the wire spokes and metal buckets are stll there. 
 The batery sand extends 50-70 m down from the batery, indicatng that this batery crushed for a large number of 
mines in the area, although no tracks or tramways (other than from the mines above it) were discerned, despite good 
visibiity. 
 There is a cut into the batery sand near its end, and a trench from it, at the end of which is batery sand. It is 
probable that the sand was treated at a later date (perhaps cyaniding). 
 
About 50 m up the creek from the batery is the start of the water race, from which the water was caried by a fume to the 
40 f waterwheel. Neear this are hut sites with a lot of artefacts on the slope down to the creek. 
 Higher up, just above the juncton of a tributary gully, is the dam. Neear the dam is another hut site with artefacts. 
 

Photos and report by Fred Sargent. Used with permission.



 

     
 

batery 
 
     

     
 
 

mercury catchment 
 

     
 
 

     
 

Photos and report by Fred Sargent. Used with permission.



 

     
 

batery 
 

 
 

hut near dam 
 

Photos by Gavan Keatng below 
 

     
 



 
 

waterwheel 
 

      
 

Mines Register 
 
1L Grant Fern Tree Ck Red Rose battery 1900 5 5 George  Brauley 1/3 share Lien by Henry 
Harrison for 48.19.9 
 
 

Photos and report by Fred Sargent. Used with permission.



Some higher definition photos.

AndrewSwift photographsthe emains of the Water Wheel hub. Below, artifacts.



Up the gully from the battery is a dam, now breached. A water race went to the battery, nd a hut site was 
located where the race crossed a small gully.



A track leads up the ridge from the Red Rose toward the High Plains road, past exploratory cuts. Well 
defined for several hundred metres.



Battery



Battery, and waterwheel bed-log with wheel bearing block.



Wheel hub on bed-log. Below appear to be water vanes on wheel



Wheel axle and drive gear sit on bed-log.   Below, a trolleytrck ran from mine to battery below.



General Caveats          (An attachment to all my High Country notes) 

Because of the intervening years since our field visits in 2007, and rapid regrowth, sites 
described in these pages may no longer be easily or safely visited. 

Adits and shafts may be unstable, or contain foul air. You would enter adits at some risk.

Your preparation should include a carefully prepared backpack.  In particular please note:- 

Walking in these areas, off defined tracks, is dangerous. It is in no way what most would 
understand as regular “bushwalking” In at many places we found shafts hidden, with no visible 
mullock;  One of these is in the gully where you would naturally walk from the road to the Union 
adit (Grant), and looks as if it may be an air shaft about 30m deep. Another is on Britannia spur 
between upper and lower Britannia adits. Probably the deepest shaft, with fish-fern covering the 
shaft, is at the Hibernia (Near Grant).

At high altitude, even in summer, the weather can change in an instant from fine and warm to an 
icy blizzard. Take appropriate clothes in your backpack. 

The steepness of spurs, and remoteness of sites, requires fitness. Finding some of these 
features is nothing like normal bush walking on formed and known trails. 

In particular, the amount of water you will need through a Summer’s day is more than you may 
think.  Everyone should know their personal need for a strenuous day’s walking.   A packet of 
water purifying pills in your kit is good insurance. Cramps are a ‘killer.’  Carry electrolytes.

Isolation means help is not going to be easy to find. Plan accordingly. Leave accurate maps of 
your intentions. Arrange for adequate communications, including a personal distress beacon. 

Carry a GPS and maps, with a backup compass. Some gullies are so steep your GPS, distress 
beacon, or sat-phone will not work correctly. Heavily overcast days will have a similar effect. 
Scrub has become so thick in places you can easily become totally disoriented.

Snakes are not a real problem, except that on traversing steep slopes, your head may be very 
close to “baskers” either on rocks, or up in shrubs. Wear gaters always.

Ticks and leeches in some places, and at some times, are a pest.

We have stumbled across huge European Wasp nests. Disturbing one may be a disaster. Wear a 
hat with a drop net, and have anti-histamine pills in your pack. Not equal to an epi-pen, but may 
be sufficient to save a  life. (NOT medical advice, get your own. Just noting my practice.) 
A spray can of “Bushman’s” may distract a few whilst you beat a retreat, best just keep your eyes 
open to avoid them in the first place. They can be present in the hundreds as you walk in some 
places, but will not worry you unless you disturb their nest.

Stumbles, trips and slips possibly present the greatest worry. A broken bone in isolated country is 
a major! Consider a walking party size of at least four for remote walks, so no one has to be left 
unaccompanied. 

Some adits have a winze (shaft) in the floor. Carry a good torch! 

Some regrowth is so thick that visibility may only be a metre. Keep together! 

Of concern to many who now walk in remote bush is the wild dog, or more particularly, packs of 
wild cross bred dogs. How you prepare for this is up to you. I read that the air horn is popular in 
the USA. (BTW, “self defence” is not a legitimate reason to carry a firearm in Victoria, and you 
cannot carry a firearm in our National Parks under any circumstances.)

Essential! Learn to use a walking pole. The extra balance point and leverage makes descending 
steep slopes easy. 



(General caveat, continued)
Parks Victoria warns against entering mines.

Apart from danger from rock falls, we again draw your attention to hazards in a mine adit that 
may not be evident.

1. Winze on the floor of an adit, covered with planks that are now  rotten. Photo, below right is 
on the floor of the Triumph adit. Similar in Good Hope #4 adit, and upper Britannia adit.

2. Shafts not marked, or not evident.
   Example:- As you walk off the Union Spur Track down the gully to the Union mine, 
there is an air shaft, about 30m deep. It has absolutely no mullock heap  to flag its presence. 
Photo, below left,  was taken after the fires, but at our last visit this shaft is hidden in light 
bracken.  

3. Erosion around open cuts. This picture below shows a one metre overhang (located between 
the Union adit and Grant township), which if walked on would dump you 6m down an open stope.  
 

4. Loose rocks. After the fires, and subsequent 
downpours, a lot of topsoil washed away, leaving whole 
hillsides covered in “scree.” Like trying to walk on marbles!

5. Bad air. Jack Treasure abandoned the ‘Treasury’ mine 
because of it, and an early  tragedy at Clifton Creek, 
where two miners died attests that the problem is real. Do 
a dust test for moving air just inside the entrance if you are 
entering.

  

6. The unexpected!  Dropping off a spur late in the
 Afternoon, we expected to find a clear path to the Crooked
 River, and an easy walk home. Instead we faced a 40m 
wide wall of blackberries. Too late, and too difficult, to go back,
we had to go forward.
Animal tracks looked good, until the last 20m, when the track 
turned into just a ‘tunnel’ pushed by wombats.
Only way out was a crawl through the tunnel! 
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